Integrate Exabeam and Sailpoint to Improve Access Violation Detection Capabilities

**SCENARIO:**
Customer has both Exabeam and Sailpoint and wants to integrate both technologies to strengthen their approach to identity governance and administration. Customer wants to understand who has access to what, and also, what users are doing with their access.

**SOLUTION:**
Identropy Integration Services combines the intelligence from SailPoint’s IdentityIQ and Exabeam User and Entity Behavior Analytics to enrich identity context and create watchlists for categories of users and access types.

**OUTCOMES AND RESULTS:**
- Gain visibility into users activities based on their access.
- Improve speed of incident analysis through easy visible risk scoring.
- Correlate risk scores from Exabeam with Sailpoint to provide more context for investigations.
- Improve time to remediate by automating corrective measures for incident types, including account disablement for high risk individuals that had a high risk score.

**IDENTROPY’S EXABEAM-SAILPOINT INTEGRATION SERVICES**

- **PLAN** the deployment roadmap based on an analysis of the customer’s vision against Exabeam and Sailpoint’s capabilities.
- **BUILD** the platform by implementing the Exabeam-Sailpoint integration points. Integration 1: enriching Exabeam with Sailpoint data. Integration 2: use Sailpoint data for specific Exabeam watchlists such as service or privileged accounts.
- **RUN** the solution in an efficient manner by addressing issues and bottlenecks, and by aligning output with the security operations team to make sure it’s operationalized.

**ESTIMATED LEVEL OF EFFORT**
- Duration of 1 week
- 1 PS engineer and 1 part-time manager
- Customer SOC manager, SOC analysts and SailPoint admin contribute 20-25% of their time